New England Lighthouse Lovers - NELL
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Connie Small
Augie and Connie with NELL LH pins

Connie Addresses the group

George holding granddaughter Isabella during auction

Logan, Isabella (held by her grandmother Jeanne), Lexis, Ron Foster and his brother George

Logan, George, Isabella and Jeanne

Swallow nests (made out of mud) that are attached to the bottom of the walkway around the lantern room at Portsmouth Harbor LH. I took the picture from a porthole in that watchstanders room (one floor below the lantern room).
Lexis, Jeanne - holding Isabella, Logan and George

George & Logan at the top of the lighthouse

Jeremy D'Entremont, Lexis, Isabella & Jeanne

Arlene Pregman, Noreen & John Waters and Carolyn Carbone share food and talk

Art Hawkes & Connie Small converse

Art Hawkes & Connie Small